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Abstract

News reports, social media streams, blogs,
digitized archives and books are part of
a plethora of reading sources that people
face every day. This raises the question
of how to best generate automatic sum-
maries. Many existing methods for ex-
tracting summaries rely on comparing the
similarity of two sentences in some way.
We present new ways of measuring this
similarity, based on sentiment analysis and
continuous vector space representations,
and show that combining these together
with similarity measures from existing
methods, helps to create better summaries.
The finding is demonstrated with MULT-
SUM, a novel summarization method that
uses ideas from kernel methods to com-
bine sentence similarity measures. Sub-
modular optimization is then used to pro-
duce summaries that take several differ-
ent similarity measures into account. Our
method improves over the state-of-the-art
on standard benchmark datasets; it is also
fast and scale to large document collec-
tions, and the results are statistically sig-
nificant.

1 Introduction

Extractive summarization, the process of select-
ing a subset of sentences from a set of documents,
is an important component of modern informa-
tion retrieval systems (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999).
A good summarization system needs to balance
two complementary aspects: finding a summary
that captures all the important topics of the docu-
ments (coverage), yet does not contain too many
similar sentences (non-redundancy). It follows
that it is essential to have a good way of measur-
ing the similarity of sentences, in no way a trivial

task. Consequently, several measures for sentence
similarity have been explored for extractive sum-
marization.

In this work, two sets of novel similarity mea-
sures capturing deeper semantic features are pre-
sented, and evaluated in combination with ex-
isting methods of measuring sentence similarity.
The new methods are based on sentiment analy-
sis, and continuous vector space representations of
phrases, respectively.

We show that summary quality is improved by
combining multiple similarities at the same time
using kernel techniques. This is demonstrated us-
ing MULTSUM, an ensemble-approach to generic
extractive multi-document summarization based
on the existing, state-of-the-art method of Lin
and Bilmes (2011). Our method obtains state-of-
the-art results that are statistically significant on
the de-facto standard benchmark dataset DUC 04.
The experimental evaluation also confirm that the
method generalizes well to other datasets.

2 MULTSUM

MULTSUM, our approach for extractive sum-
marization, finds representative summaries tak-
ing multiple sentence similarity measures into ac-
count. As Lin and Bilmes (2011), we formulate
the problem as the optimization of monotone non-
decreasing submodular set functions. This results
in a fast, greedy optimization step that provides
a (1 − 1

e ) factor approximation. In the original
version, the optimization objective is a function
scoring a candidate summary by coverage and di-
versity, expressed using cosine similarity between
sentences represented as bag-of-terms vectors. We
extend this method by using several sentence sim-
ilarity measures M l (as described in Section 3) at
the same time, combined by multiplying them to-
gether element-wise:

Msi,sj =
∏

M l
si,sj

.
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In the literature of kernel methods, this is the
standard way of combining kernels as a conjunc-
tion (Duvenaud, 2014; Schölkopf et al., 2004, Ch
1).

3 Sentence Similarity Measures

Many existing systems rely on measuring the sim-
ilarity of sentences to balance the coverage with
the amount of redundancy of the summary. This is
also true for MULTSUM which is based on the ex-
isting submodular optimization method. Similar-
ity measures that capture general aspects lets the
summarization system pick sentences that are rep-
resentative and diverse in general. Similarity mea-
sures capturing more specific aspects allow the
summarization system to take these aspects into
account.

We list some existing measures in Table 3 (that
mainly relies on counting word overlaps) and in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we present sentence simi-
larity measures that capture more specific aspects
of the text. MULTSUM is designed to work with
all measures mentioned below; this will be eval-
uated in Section 4. Interested readers are re-
ferred to a survey of existing similarity measures
from the litterature in (Bengtsson and Skeppstedt,
2012). All these similarity measures require sen-
tence splitting, tokenization, part-of-speech tag-
ging and stemming of words. The Filtered Word,
and TextRank comparers are set similarity mea-
sures where each sentence is represented by the
set of all their terms. The KeyWord comparer and
LinTFIDF represent each sentence as a word vec-
tor and uses the vectors for measuring similarity.

DepGraph first computes the dependency parse
trees of the two sentences using Maltparser (Nivre,
2003). The length of their longest common path is
then used to derive the similarity score.

The similarity measure used in TextRank (Mi-
halcea and Tarau, 2004) will be referred to as TR-
Comparer. The measure used in submodular opti-
mization (Lin and Bilmes, 2011) will be referred
to as LinTFIDF. All measures used in this work
are normalized, Msi,sj ∈ [0, 1].

3.1 Sentiment Similarity

Sentiment analysis has previously been used for
document summarization, with the aim of captur-
ing an average sentiment of the input corpus (Ler-
man et al., 2009), or to score emotionally charged
sentences (Nishikawa et al., 2010). Other research

Name Formula

Filtered Msi,sj =
|(si ∩ sj)|/

√|(si)|+ |(sj)|
TRCmp. Msi,sj =

|si ∩ sj |/(log|si|+ log|sj |)
LinTFIDF Msi,sj =∑

w∈si
tfw,i·tfw,j ·idf2

w√∑
w∈si

tfw,si idf
2
w

√∑
w∈sj

tfw,sj idf2
w

KeyWord Msi,sj =
∑

w∈{{si∩sj}∩K} tfw·idfw

|si|+|sj |
DepGraph See text description.

Table 1: Similarity measures from previous works.

has shown that negative emotion words appear at
a relative higher rate in summaries written by hu-
mans (Hong and Nenkova, 2014). We propose
a different way of making summaries sentiment
aware by comparing the level of sentiment in sen-
tences. This allows for summaries that are both
representative and diverse in sentiment.

Two lists, of positive and of negative sentiment
words respectively, were manually created1 and
used. Firstly, each sentence si is given two sen-
timent scores, positive(si) and negative(si), de-
fined as the fraction of words in si that is found in
the positive and the negative list, respectively. The
similarity score for positive sentiment are com-
puted as follows:

Msi,sj = 1− |positive(si)− positive(sj)|

The similarity score for negative sentiment are
computed as follows:

Msi,sj = 1− |negative(si)− negative(sj)|

3.2 Continuous Vector Space
Representations

Continuous vector space representations of words
has a long history. Recently, the use of deep
learning methods has given rise to a new class
of continuous vector space models. Bengio et al.
(2006) presented vector space representations for
words that capture semantic and syntactic prop-
erties. These vectors can be employed not only
to find similar words, but also to relate words us-
ing multiple dimensions of similarity. This means
that words sharing some sense can be related using

1To download the sentiment word lists used, please see
http://www.mogren.one/
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translations in vector space, e.g. vking − vman +
vwoman ≈ vqueen.

Early work on extractive summarization using
vector space models was presented in (Kågebäck
et al., 2014). In this work we use a similar
approach, with two different methods of deriv-
ing word embeddings. The first model (CW )
was introduced by Collobert and Weston (2008).
The second (W2V ) is the skip-gram model by
Mikolov et al. (2013).

The Collobert and Weston vectors were trained
on the RCV1 corpus, containing one year of
Reuters news wire; the skip-gram vectors were
trained on 300 billion words from Google News.

The word embeddings are subsequently used as
building blocks for sentence level phrase embed-
dings by summing the word vectors of each sen-
tence. Finally, the sentence similarity is defined as
the cosine similarity between the sentence vectors.

With MULTSUM, these similarity measures
can be combined with the traditional sentence sim-
ilarity measures.

4 Experiments

Our version of the submodular optimization code
follows the description by Lin and Bilmes (2011),
with the exception that we use multiplicative com-
binations of the sentence similarity scores de-
scribed in Section 3. The source code of our
system can be downloaded from http://www.
mogren.one/. Where nothing else is stated,
MULTSUM was evaluated with a multiplicative
combination of TRComparer and FilteredWord-
Comparer.

4.1 Datasets

In the evaluation, three different datasets were
used. DUC 02 and DUC 04 are from the Doc-
ument Understanding Conferences, both with the
settings of task 2 (short multi-document summa-
rization), and each consisting of around 50 doc-
ument sets. Each document set is comprised
of around ten news articles (between 111 and
660 sentences) and accompanied with four gold-
standard summaries created by manual summariz-
ers. The summaries are at most 665 characters
long. DUC 04 is the de-facto standard bench-
mark dataset for generic multi-document summa-
rization.

Experiments were also carried out on
Opinosis (Ganesan et al., 2010), a collection

of short user reviews in 51 different topics. Each
topic consists of between 50 and 575 one-sentence
user reviews by different authors about a certain
characteristic of a hotel, a car, or a product. The
dataset includes 4 to 5 gold-standard summaries
created by human authors for each topic. The the
gold-standard summaries is around 2 sentences.

4.2 Baseline Methods
Our baseline methods are Submodular optimiza-
tion (Lin and Bilmes, 2011), DPP (Kulesza and
Taskar, 2012), and ICSI (Gillick et al., 2008).
The baseline scores are calculated on precomputed
summary outputs (Hong et al., 2014).

4.3 Evaluation Method
Following standard procedure, we use ROUGE
(version 1.5.5) for evaluation (Lin, 2004).
ROUGE counts n-gram overlaps between gen-
erated summaries and the gold standard. We
have concentrated on recall as this is the measure
with highest correlation to human judgement (Lin
and Hovy, 2003), on ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and
ROUGE-SU4, representing matches in unigrams,
bigrams, and skip-bigrams, respectively.

The Opinosis experiments were aligned with
those of Bonzanini et al. (2013) and Ganesan et al.
(2010)2. Summary length was 2 sentences. In the
DUC experiments, summary length is 100 words3.

5 Results

Our experimental results show significant im-
provements by aggregating several sentence simi-
larity measures, and our results for ROUGE-2 and
ROUGE-SU4 recall beats state–of–the–art.

5.1 Integrating Different Similarity Measures
Table 2 shows ROUGE recall on DUC 04.
MULTSUM4 obtains ROUGE scores beat-
ing state-of-the-art systems, in particular on
ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4, suggesting that
MULTSUM produce summaries with excellent
fluency. We also note, that using combined simi-
larities, we beat original submodular optimization.

Figure 5.1 shows, for each n ∈ [1..9],
the highest ROUGE-1 recall score obtained by
MULTSUM, determined by exhaustive search

2ROUGE options on Opinosis: -a - m -s -x -n 2 -2 4 -u.
3ROUGE options on DUC: -a -n 2 -m -l 100 -x -c 95 -

r 1000 -f A -p 0.5 -t 0 -2 4 -u.
4Here, MULTSUM is using TRComparer and Filtered-

WordComparer in multiplicative conjunction.
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ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4

MULTSUM 39.35 9.94 14.01
ICSISumm 38.41 9.77 13.62
DPP 39.83 9.62 13.86
SUBMOD 39.18 9.35 13.75

Table 2: ROUGE recall scores on DUC 04. Our
system MULTSUM obtains the best result yet for
ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4. DPP has a higher
ROUGE-1 score, but the difference is not statisti-
cally significant (Hong et al., 2014).

1 2 3 4

1.0 0.00038 0.00016 0.00016

Table 3: p-values from the Mann-Whitney U-test
for combinations of similarity measures of size
n ∈ [1..4], compared to using just one similar-
ity measure. Using 2, 3, or 4 similarity measures
at the same time with MULTSUM, gives a statis-
tically significant improvement of the ROUGE-1
scores. Dataset: DUC 04.

among all possible combinations of size n. The
performance increases from using only one sen-
tence similarity measure, reaching a high, stable
level when n ∈ [2..4]. The behaviour is con-
sistent over three datasets: DUC 02, DUC 04
and OPINOSIS. Based on ROUGE-1 recall, on
DUC 02, a combination of four similarity mea-
sures provided the best results, while on DUC 04
and Opinosis, a combination of two similarity
scores provided a slightly better score.

Table 3 shows p-values obtained using the
Mann-Whitney U-test (Mann et al., 1947) on the
ROUGE-1 scores when using a combination of
n similarities with MULTSUM, compared to us-
ing only one measure. The Mann-Whitney U-test
compares two ranked lists A and B, and decides
whether they are from the same population. Here,
A is the list of scores from using only one mea-
sure, and B is the top-10 ranked combinations of
n combined similarity measures, n ∈ [1..4]). One
can see that for each n ∈ [1..4], using n sentence
similarity measures at the same time, is signifi-
cantly better than using only one.

On DUC 02, the best combination of similarity
measures is using CW, LinTFIDF, NegativeSenti-
ment, and TRComparer. Each point in Figure 5.1
represents a combination of some of these four
similarity measures. Let n be the number of mea-
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Figure 1: MULTSUM ROUGE-1 recall perfor-
mance for each top-performing combination of up
to four similarity measures. On all datasets, us-
ing combinations of two, three, and four similarity
measures is better than using only one.

sures in such a combination. When n = 1,
the “combinations” are just single similarity mea-
sures. When n = 2, there are 6 different ways to
choose, and when n = 3, there are four. A line
goes from each measure point through all combi-
nations the measure is part of. One can clearly see
the benefits of each of the combination steps, as n
increases.

5.2 Evaluation with Single Similarity
Measures

In order to understand the effect of different sim-
ilarity measures, MULTSUM was first evaluated
using only one similarity measure at a time. Ta-
ble 4 shows the ROUGE recall scores of these ex-
periments, using the similarity measures presented
in Section 3, on DUC 04.

We note that MULTSUM provides summaries
of high quality already with one similarity mea-
sure (e.g. with TRComparer), with a ROUGE-1
recall of 37.95 Using only sentiment analysis
as the single similarity measure does not cap-
ture enough information to produce state-of-the-
art summaries.
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Figure 2: ROUGE-1 recall for the top-performing
four-combination on DUC 2002 (CW, LinTFIDF,
NegativeSentiment, and TRComparer), and all
possible subsets of these four similarity measures.
(When the number of similarity measures is one,
only a single measure is used).

6 Discussion

Empirical evaluation of the method proposed in
this paper shows that using several sentence simi-
larity measures at the same time produces signifi-
cantly better summaries.

When using one single similarity at a time, us-
ing sentiment similarity and vector space mod-
els does not give the best summaries. However,
we found that when combining several similarity
measures, our proposed sentiment and continuous
vector space measures often rank among the top
ones, together with the TRComparer.

MULTSUM, our novel summarization method,
based on submodular optimization, multiplies sev-
eral sentence similarity measures, to be able to
make summaries that are good with regards to sev-
eral aspects at the same time. Our experimen-
tal results show significant improvements when
using multiplicative combinations of several sen-
tence similarity measures. In particular, the results
of MULTSUM surpasses that of the original sub-
modular optimization method.

In our experiments we found that using between
two and four similarity measures lead to signif-
icant improvements compared to using a single
measure. This verifies the validity of commonly
used measures like TextRank and LinTFIDF as
well as new directions like phrase embeddings and
sentiment analysis.

There are several ideas worth pursuing that

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4

TRComparer 37.95 8.94 13.19
Filtered 37.51 8.26 12.73
LinTFIDF 35.74 6.50 11.51
KeyWord 35.40 7.13 11.80
DepGraph 32.81 5.43 10.12
NegativeSent. 32.65 6.35 10.29
PositiveSent. 31.19 4.87 9.27
W2V 32.12 4.94 9.92
CW 31.59 4.74 9.51

Table 4: ROUGE recall of MULTSUM using dif-
ferent similarity measures, one at a time. Dataset:
DUC 04. The traditional word-overlap measures
are the best scoring when used on their own; the
proposed measures with more semantical compar-
isons provide the best improvements when used in
conjunctions.

could further improve our methods. We will ex-
plore methods of incorporating more semantic in-
formation in our sentence similarity measures.
This could come from systems for Information Ex-
traction (Ji et al., 2013), or incorporating exter-
nal sources such as WordNet, Freebase and DB-
pedia (Nenkova and McKeown, 2012).

7 Related Work

Ever since (Luhn, 1958), the field of automatic
document summarization has attracted a lot of at-
tention, and has been the focus of a steady flow
of research. Luhn was concerned with the im-
portance of words and their representativeness for
the input text, an idea that’s still central to many
current approaches. The development of new
techniques for document summarization has since
taken many different paths. Some approaches con-
centrate on what words should appear in sum-
maries, some focus on sentences in part or in
whole, and some consider more abstract concepts.

In the 1990’s we witnessed the dawn of the
data explosion known as the world wide web, and
research on multi document summarization took
off. Some ten years later, the Document Under-
standing Conferences (DUC) started providing re-
searchers with datasets and spurred interest with a
venue for competition.

Luhn’s idea of a frequency threshold measure
for selecting topic words in a document has lived
on. It was later superseded by tf×idf, which mea-
sures the specificity of a word to a document,
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The two bombers who carried out Friday’s attack, which led the Israeli Cabinet to suspend delib-
erations on the land-for-security accord signed with the Palestinians last month, were identified as
members of Islamic Holy War from West Bank villages under Israeli security control. The radical
group Islamic Jihad claimed responsibility Saturday for the market bombing and vowed more attacks
to try to block the new peace accord. Israel radio said the 18-member Cabinet debate on the Wye River
accord would resume only after Yasser Arafat’s Palestinian Authority fulfilled all of its commitments
under the agreement, including arresting Islamic militants.

Table 5: Example output from MULTSUM. Input document: d30010t from DUC 04. Similarity Mea-
sures: W2V, TRComparer, and FilteredWordComparer.

something that has been used extensively in docu-
ment summarization efforts. RegSum (Hong and
Nenkova, 2014) trained a classifier on what kinds
of words that human experts include in summaries.
(Lin and Bilmes, 2011) represented sentences as
a tf×idf weighted bag-of-words vector, defined a
sentence graph with weights according to cosine
similarity, and used submodular optimization to
decide on sentences for a summary that is both
representative and diverse.

Several other methods use similar sentence-
based formulations but with different sentence
similarities and summarization objectives (Radev
et al., 2004; Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004).

(Bonzanini et al., 2013) introduced an iter-
ative sentence removal procedure that proved
good in summarizing short online user reviews.
CLASSY04 (Conroy et al., 2004) was the best sys-
tem in the official DUC 04 evaluation. After some
linguistic preprocessing, it uses a Hidden Markov
Model for sentence selection where the decision
on inclusion of a sentence depends on its num-
ber of signature tokens. The following systems
have also showed state–of–the–art results on the
same data set. ICSI (Gillick et al., 2008) posed the
summarization problem as a global integer linear
program (ILP) maximizing the summary’s cover-
age of key n-grams. OCCAMS V (Davis et al.,
2012) uses latent semantic analysis to determine
the importance of words before the sentence se-
lection. (Kulesza and Taskar, 2012) presents the
use of Determinantal point processes (DPPs) for
summarization, a probabilistic formulation that al-
lows for a balance between diversity and coverage.
An extensive description and comparison of these
state–of–the–art systems can be found in (Hong
et al., 2014), along with a repository of summary
outputs on DUC 04.

Besides the aforementioned work, inter-
ested readers are referred to an extensive

survey (Nenkova and McKeown, 2012). In
particular, they discuss different approaches to
sentence representation, scoring and summary
selection and their effects on the performance of a
summarization system.

8 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that extractive summariza-
tion benefits from using several sentence similar-
ity measures at the same time. The proposed sys-
tem, MULTSUM works by using standard kernel
techniques to combine the similarities. Our exper-
imental evaluation shows that the summaries pro-
duced by MULTSUM outperforms state-of-the-
art systems on standard benchmark datasets. In
particular, it beats the original submodublar opti-
mization approach on all three variants of ROUGE
scores. It attains state-of-the-art results on both
ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4, showing that the re-
sulting summaries have high fluency. The results
are statistically significant and consistent over all
three tested datasets: DUC 02, DUC 04, and
Opinosis.

We have also seen that sentence similarity mea-
sures based on sentiment analysis and continuous
vector space representations can improve the re-
sults of multi-document summarization. In our
experiments, these sentence similarity measures
used separately are not enough to create a good
summary, but when combining them with tradi-
tional sentence similarity measures, we improve
on previous methods.
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